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or not, and e�etive, meaning that the safety properties of interest should beeasily and eÆiently deidable on the basis of the set representation.This paper addresses the problem of omputing the exat reahability set ofhybrid automata, whih are �nite-state mahines extended with real variablesthat obey ontinuous and disrete dynamial laws [AHH93,ACH+95,Hen96℄.Hybrid automata have been introdued as natural models for dynamial systemswith both disrete and ontinuous features, suh as embedded ontrol programsand timed ommuniation protools.A simple way of omputing the reahability set of an automaton extendedwith variables is to explore its state spae, starting from the initial on�gurations,and propagating the reahability information along the transition relation. Inthe ase of hybrid automata, this approah is faed with two diÆulties. First,the dynamial laws governing the evolution of real variables are suh that aon�guration has generally an in�nite number of diret suessors, due to theontinuous nature of time. This problem an be overome by grouping intoregions on�gurations that an be handled together symbolially during thestate-spae exploration. The seond problem is that the set of suh reahableregions an generally not be obtained after a �nite number of exploration steps.For restrited lasses of hybrid automata suh as Timed Automata [AD94℄,it has been shown that exploring a �nite region graph is suÆient for deidingthe reahability problem. More general lasses, suh as Initialized RetangularAutomata [HKPV98℄ and O-Minimal Hybrid Automata [PLY99℄ an also behandled by reduing their analysis to the reahability problem for timedautomata. The main drawbak of this approah is that the size of the regiongraph grows exponentially with respet to the magnitude of onstants thatappear in the model. Besides, analyzing more general models suh as LinearHybrid Automata leads to region graphs that are inherently not reduible to�nite ones.However, tehniques have been developed for exploring in�nite struturesusing a �nite amount of resoures. In partiular, meta-transitions [BW94,Boi99℄are objets that an be added to the transition relation of an extended automatonin order to speed up its state-spae exploration. A meta-transition is usuallyassoiated to a yle in the automaton ontrol graph. During state-spaeexploration, following a meta-transition leads in one step to all the on�gurationsthat ould be reahed by following the orresponding yle any possible numberof times. Symboli state-spae exploration using meta-transitions thus makesit possible to go arbitrarily deep in the exploration tree by exeuting a �nitenumber of operations, and an be seen as an aeleration method for step-by-stepexploration. This method requires a symboli representation system for the setsof on�gurations produed by meta-transitions, as well as a deision proedurefor heking whether a given yle an be turned into a meta-transition (inother words, whether one an ompute its unbounded repeated e�et, as wellas e�etively perform this omputation with represented sets). Representationsystems, deision proedures and omputation algorithms have been developedfor several lasses of in�nite-state systems inluding automata extended with



unbounded integer variables [WB95,Boi99℄ and state mahines ommuniatingvia unbounded FIFO hannels [BG96,BH97,Boi99℄.We argue that applying aeleration methods to hybrid automata is essentialto being able to analyze exatly systems that annot be redued to small�nite models. Meta-transitions annot be straightforwardly applied to hybridautomata, due to the both disrete and ontinuous nature of these: the datatransformation assoiated to a ontrol yle of a hybrid automaton is generallynon funtional (the image of a single on�guration by suh a transformationmay ontain more than one on�guration), for the time elapsed in eah visitedloation may di�er from one run to another. Moreover, one needs a symbolirepresentation for sets with disrete and ontinuous features.In existing work, these drawbaks are avoided in the following ways.In [HPR94,AHH93℄, widening operators are introdued in order to fore theresult of every aeleration step to be representable as a �nite union of onvexpolyhedra. This approah guarantees the termination of state-spae exploration,but is generally only able to produe an upper approximation of the reahabilityset. In [HL02℄, an exat aeleration tehnique is developed for timed automata,using Di�erene Bounds Matries (DBM), i.e., restrited onvex polyhedra, asa symboli representation system. This method speeds up the exploration of�nite region graphs but, beause DBM are generally not expressive enough torepresent in�nite unions of onvex sets, it annot be diretly applied to moregeneral hybrid models. In [CJ99℄, the authors introdue a yle aelerationtehnique for at automata extended with integer, rational, or real variables.This approah an be applied to the analysis of timed automata, but theonsidered model is not expressive enough to handle more general hybridsystems. In [AAB00℄, the analysis of timed automata extended with integervariables and parameters is arried out using Parametri Di�erene BoundsMatries (PDBM) as representations, as well as an extrapolation tehniquein order to ensure termination. However, the expressiveness of PDBM is stillnot suÆient for verifying hybrid systems. In [BBR97℄, a more expressiverepresentation system, the Real Vetor Automaton (RVA) is introdued in orderto represent sets of vetors with real and integer omponents. The aelerationmethod proposed in [BBR97℄ an only assoiate meta-transitions to ylesthat orrespond to funtional transformations. This strong restrition preventsthis solution from being applied to systems whose timed features make theirtransition graph inherently non deterministi.In this paper, we build upon these prior results and develop an aelerationmethod, based on yli meta-transitions, that takes into aount both disreteand ontinuous features of the aelerated transformations, hene the namehybrid aeleration. We fous on an exat omputation of the reahabilityset, therefore, owing to the undeidable nature of this problem, our solutiontakes the form of a partial algorithm, i.e., one that may not terminate. Thisalgorithm relies on Real Vetor Automata for representing the omputed sets ofon�gurations, whih are expressed in the �rst-order additive theory of integersand reals [BRW98,BJW01℄. The tehnial ontributions of the paper onsist of



a powerful suÆient riterion for heking whether the repeated iteration of agiven ontrol yle of a linear hybrid automaton produes a set that stays withinthat theory, as well as an assoiated algorithm for omputing on RVA the e�etof suh aelerations. Our method has the main advantage of being appliableto systems for whih other diret approahes fail. This laim is substantiatedby a prototype implementation in the framework of the tool LASH [LASH℄,that has been suessfully applied to several ase studies. Those inlude a diretreahability analysis of the well-known leaking gas burner model [CHR91℄ andof a simple parametrized ommuniation protool with timers.2 Linear Hybrid AutomataWe use the term onvex linear onstraint to denote a �nite onjuntion of losedlinear onstraints with integer oeÆients, i.e., a set fx 2 Rn j Px � qg, withP 2 Zm�n and q 2 Zm. The term linear transformation denotes a relation ofthe form f(x;x0) 2 Rn � Rn j x0 = Ax+ bg, with A 2 Zn�n and b 2 Zn.De�nition 1. A Linear Hybrid Automaton (LHA) [AHH93,ACH+95,Hen96℄ isa tuple (x; V; E; v0; X0; G;A; I; R), where{ x is a vetor of n real-valued variables, with n > 0;{ (V;E) is a �nite direted ontrol graph, the verties of whih are theloations of the automaton. The initial loation is v0;{ X0 is an initial region, de�ned by a onvex linear onstraint;{ G and A respetively assoiate to eah edge in E a guard, whih is a onvexlinear onstraint, and an assignment, whih is a linear transformation;{ I and R respetively assoiate to eah loation in V an invariant, whih is aonvex linear onstraint, and a retangular ativity (l;u) 2 Zn�Zn, whihdenotes the onstraint l � _x � u, where _x is the �rst derivative of x.The semantis of a LHA (x; V; E; v0; X0; G;A; I; R) is de�ned by the transi-tion system (Q;Q0; (!Æ [ !� )), where{ Q = V � Rn is the set of on�gurations ;{ Q0 = f(v;x) 2 Q j v = v0 ^ x 2 X0 \ I(v0)g is the set of initialon�gurations ;{ The disrete-step transition relation !Æ � Q � Q is suh that (v;x) !Æ(v0;x0) i� there exists e 2 E suh that e = (v; v0), x 2 G(e) and(x;x0) 2 A(e), and x0 2 I(v0). Suh a transition an also be denoted(v;x) e!Æ (v0;x0) when one needs to refer expliitly to e;{ The time-step transition relation!� � Q�Q is suh that (v;x)!� (v0;x0)i� v0 = v, there exists t 2 R�0 suh that x + tl � x0 � x + tu, with(l;u) = R(v), and x0 2 I(v).Let ! denote the relation (!Æ [ !� ), and let !� be the reexive andtransitive losure of !. A on�guration (v0;x0) 2 Q is reahable from aon�guration (v;x) 2 Q i� (v;x) !� (v0;x0). A on�guration is reahable i�it is reahable from some on�guration in Q0. The reahability set Post�(H) ofa LHA H is the set of its reahable on�gurations.



3 Symboli State-Spae Exploration3.1 IntrodutionWe address the problem of omputing the reahability set of a given LHAH = (x; V; E; v0; X0; G;A; I; R). This set an generally not be enumerated, sinea on�guration in the semanti transition graph (Q;Q0; (!Æ [ !� )) of H mayhave unountably many diret time-step suessors, due to the dense nature oftime.One thus uses symboli methods, whih basially onsist in handling regions(v; S), with v 2 V and S � Rn , instead of single on�gurations. The transitionrelations !Æ and !� an straightforwardly be extended to regions:{ (v; S) !Æ (v0; S0) i� there exists e 2 E suh that e = (v; v0), andS0 = fx0 2 I(v0) j (9x 2 S)(x 2 G(e) ^ (x;x0) 2 A(e))g. Suh a transitionan also be denoted (v; S) e!Æ (v0; S0);{ (v; S) !� (v0; S0) i� v0 = v, and S0 = fx0 2 I(v) j (9x 2 S)(9t 2R�0 )(x+ tl � x0 � x+ tu)g, with (l;u) = R(v).The symboli exploration of the state spae of H starts from the initial regionQ0, and omputes the reahable regions by adding repeatedly to the urrent setthe regions that an be reahed by following the relations !Æ and !� . Theomputation ends when a �xpoint is reahed.Termination of state-spae exploration is learly not guaranteed, due to theundeidability of the reahability problem for LHA [ACH+95,Hen96℄. However,the simple algorithm outlined above an substantially be improved by applyingaeleration, the purpose of whih is to explore an in�nite number of reahableregions in �nite time. Aeleration methods are introdued in Setion 3.3, andare then applied to LHA in Setion 4.Now, in order to be able to arry out algorithmially symboli state-spaeexploration, one needs a symboli representation for the regions that must bemanipulated. This representation has to satisfy some requirements. First, itmust be losed under the set operations that need to be performed duringexploration. These inlude the lassial set-theory operations [, �, �, . . . , aswell as omputing the suessors of regions by the disrete-step and time-steprelations. Seond, one should be able to arry out the aeleration operationswith represented sets. Finally, the system properties that are to be heked mustbe easily deidable from the representation of the omputed reahability set.The traditional symboli representations used in the framework of hybridautomata analysis are the �nite unions of onvex polyhedra [HPR94,HH94℄,and the Di�erene Bounds Matries (DBM) [Dil89℄. These representations arenot able to handle sets that annot be expressed as �nite unions of onvexpolyhedra, suh as the reahability set of the leaking gas burner [CHR91℄. InSetion 3.2, we reall powerful representations for sets of real vetors, the RealVetor Automata, that have the advantage of being muh more expressive thangeometrial representations, and have good properties that allow an eÆientmanipulation of represented sets.



3.2 Real Vetor AutomataConsider an integer base r > 1. Using the positional number system in base r,a positive real number x an be written as an in�nite word over the alphabet� = f0; 1; : : : ; r � 1; ?g, where \?" denotes a separator between the integer andthe frational parts. For example, 5=2 an be written as 10 ? 1(0)!, where \ !"denotes in�nite repetition. In a similar way, negative numbers and real vetorswith a �xed dimension n an also be enoded in base r as in�nite words overthe �nite alphabet � [BBR97,BRW98,BJW01℄.Given a set S � Rn , let L(S) � �! denote the language of all the enodingsof all the vetors in S. If L(S) is !-rational, then it is aepted by a B�uhiautomatonA, whih is said to be a Real Vetor Automaton (RVA) that representsthe set S.It is known that the sets of real vetors that an be represented by RVAare those that are de�nable in a base-dependent extension of the �rst-ordertheory hR;Z;+;�i [BRW98℄. RVA are thus expressive enough to handle linearonstraints over real and integer variables, as well as periodiities, and arelosed under Boolean operators and �rst-order quanti�ers. Moreover, it has beenshown that staying within hR;Z;+;�i makes it possible to avoid the use of theomplex and ostly algorithms that are usually required for handling in�nite-words automata [BJW01℄. Moreover, RVA admit a normal form [L�od01℄, whihspeeds up set omparisons and prevents the representations from beomingunneessarily large. An implementation of RVA restrited to hR;Z;+;�i isavailable in the framework of the LASH toolset [LASH℄.3.3 Aeleration MethodsThe idea behind aeleration is to apture the e�et of seleted yles in theontrol graph (V;E) of the LHA H being analyzed. Let � = e1; e2; : : : ; ep besuh a yle, where for eah i 2 [1; : : : ; p℄, vi is the origin of ei. The transitionei has the destination vi+1 if i < p, and v1 if i = p. The transformation� : 2Rn ! 2Rn assoiated to � is suh that �(S) = S0 i� there existS1; S01; S2; S02; : : : ; S0p�1; Sp � Rn suh that S1 = S and Sp = S0, and for eahi 2 [1; : : : ; p� 1℄, (vi; Si)!� (vi; S0i) and (vi; S0i) ei!Æ (vi+1; Si+1).The meta-transition [WB95,BBR97,Boi99℄ orresponding to � is de�ned as arelation!� over the regions of H suh that (v; S)!� (v0; S0) i� v = v0 = v1 andS0 = ��(S), where �� = [i�0 �i. Clearly, meta-transitions preserve reahability,in the sense that (v0; S0) is reahable if (v; S) is reahable. They an thus beadded to the semanti transition system of an LHA in order to speed up itsstate-spae exploration. A meta-transition is able to produe in one step regionsthat ould only be obtained after an unbounded number of iterations of theorresponding yle. Meta-transitions thus provide an aeleration strategy thatmakes it possible to explore in�nite region graphs (though not all of them) in�nite time. Meta-transitions an either be seleted manually, or disovered byautomati or semi-automati methods [Boi99℄.



The use of meta-transitions requires a deision proedure for hekingwhether the losure �� of a given transformation � an e�etively be onstruted,and whether the image by this losure of a set of on�gurations an be omputedwithin the symboli representation used during the analysis. Those problems aretakled in Setion 4, in the ase of LHA analyzed using Real Vetor Automata.4 Hybrid Aeleration4.1 Linear Hybrid TransformationsWe establish now the general form of the data transformations on whihaeleration an be applied. We �rst onsider the ase of a path � performing atime step at some loation v followed by a disrete step along an edge e from vto v0. The data transformation � assoiated to � is suh that�(S) = fx0 2 Rn j (9x 2 S)(9x00 2 Rn )(9t 2 R�0 )(x+ tl � x00 � x+ tu^x00 2 I(v) ^ x00 2 G(e) ^ (x00;x0) 2 A(e) ^ x0 2 I(v0))g;where (l;u) 2 R(v).By De�nition 1, the onstraints I(v), G(e), A(e), and I(v0) are systems oflinear equalities and inequalities. The previous formula an thus be rewritten as�(S) = fx0 2 Rn j (9x 2 S)(9x00 2 Rn )(9t 2 R�0 )'(x;x0;x00; t)g, where ' is aonjuntion of linear inequalities, in other words a losed onvex polyhedron inR3n+1 . Suh polyhedra are losed under projetion. One an therefore projetout the quanti�ed variables x00 and t, whih yields �(S) = fx0 2 Rn j (9x 2S)'0(x;x0)g, where '0 is a onjuntion of linear inequalities. This prompts thefollowing de�nition.De�nition 2. A Linear Hybrid Transformation (LHT) is a transformation ofthe form � : 2Rn ! 2Rn : S 7! �x0 2 Rn ��� (9x 2 S)�P �xx0 � � q�� ;with n > 0; P 2 Zm�2n, q 2 Zm and m � 0.Notie that a LHT is entirely de�ned by the linear system indued by P andq. In the sequel, for simpliity sake, we denote suh a LHT by the pair (P; q).We have just established that data transformations assoiated to a time stepfollowed by a disrete step an be expressed as LHT. Thanks to the followingresult, the transformations orresponding to arbitrary ontrol paths of LHA anbe desribed by LHT as well.Theorem 1. Linear Hybrid Transformations are losed under omposition.Proof Sketh. Immediate by quantifying away the intermediate variables. utNote that the image by a LHT (P; q) of a single vetor x0 2 Rn is the setfx 2 Rn j P 00x � q � P 0x0g, where [P 0; P 00℄ = P with P 0; P 00 2 Zm�n, whihde�nes a losed onvex polyhedron. Eah onstraint of this polyhedron has theform p00:x � q � p0:x0, hene has oeÆients that are independent from theinitial vetor x0, and an additive term that depends linearly on x0.



4.2 Iterating TransformationsWe now address the problem of omputing within hR;Z;+;�i the losure of atransformation � de�ned by a Linear Hybrid Transformation (P; q).Clearly, there exist transformations � and sets S � Rn de�nable in hR;Z;+;�i suh that ��(S) does not belong to that theory1. Determining exatly whether��(S) is de�nable in hR;Z;+;�i for all de�nable sets S is a hard problem. Indeed,a solution to this problem would also over the simpler ase of guarded disretelinear transformations, for whih no deision proedure is known [Boi99℄. Arealisti goal is thus to obtain a suÆient riterion on �, provided that it isgeneral enough to handle non trivial hybrid aelerations, and that the losureof every transformation that satis�es the riterion an be e�etively omputed.A �rst natural restrition onsists of requiring that the k-th image by �,denoted �k(S), of a set S de�nable in hR;Z;+;�i is de�nable in that theoryin terms of elements x0 of S and k. The set ��(S) ould then be omputed byexistentially quantifying �k(S) over k � 0 and x0 2 S.Consider an arbitrary x0 2 S and a �xed value k > 0. Sine by Theorem 1,the transformation �k an be expressed as a LHT, the set �k(fx0g) is a losedonvex polyhedron �k. Suh a polyhedron is uniquely haraterized by its set ofverties and extremal rays [Wey50℄. We now study the evolution of the vertiesand rays of �k, for all k > 0, as funtions of x0 and k.We have �1 = fx 2 Rn j P 00x � q � P 0x0g, with [P 0; P 00℄ = P . Letr1; r2; : : : ; rp be the verties and rays of �1. Eah ri is uniquely haraterizedas the intersetion of a partiular subset of onstraint boundaries. In other words,ri is the only solution to an equation of the form Piri = qi(x0), where Pi doesnot depend on x0, and qi(x0) depends linearly on x0. From this property, wede�ne the trajetory of ri with respet to � as the in�nite sequene r0i ; r1i ; r2i ; : : :where r0i = ri, and for eah j > 0, Pirji = qi(rj�1i ).It is known [Wei99℄ that the sets of disrete values that are de�nable inhR;Z;+;�i are ultimately periodi, i.e., they an be expressed as a �nite unionof sets of the form fa + jb j j 2 Ng. Thus, a natural restrition on � is torequire that eah vertex or ray of the image polyhedron � follows a perioditrajetory. Unfortunately, suh a riterion would be rather ostly to hekexpliitly, for the number of verties and rays of a n-dimensional polyhedronmay grow exponentially in n. However, sine eah vertex or ray is an intersetionof onstraint boundaries whih take the form of (n � 1)-planes, its trajetoryis always periodi whenever these hyperplanes follow periodi trajetoriesthemselves. It is therefore suÆient to impose the periodiity restrition on thelinear onstraints that haraterize � rather than on the verties and rays of itsimage polyhedron. We are now ready to formally haraterize the Linear HybridTransformations on whih aeleration an be applied.De�nition 3. Let � = (P; q), and let C be a onstraint of �, i.e., a rowp00:x0 � q�p0:x of the underlying linear system of �. Let �C be the LHT induedby the boundary of C, i.e., transforming x into x0 suh that p00:x0 = q � p0:x.1 Consider for instane the transformation x 7! 2x with S = f1g.



For eah d 2 R, let �(C;d) denote the set fx0 2 Rn j p00:x0 = dg (that is, thegeneral form of the image by �C of a single vetor).The transformation �C is periodi if p00 = 0 (in whih ase the image ofevery vetor is the empty set or the universal set), or if the following onditionsare both satis�ed:{ For every d 2 R, there exists a single d0 2 R suh that �C(�(C;d)) = �(C;d0)(this ondition ensures that the image of the (n�1)-plane �(C;d) is a (n�1)-plane parallel to it);{ Let d0; d1; : : : 2 R be suh that for every j > 0, �C(�(C;dj)) = �(C;dj�1). Thesequene d0; d1; : : : is suh that for every j > 0, dj � dj�1 = dj+1 � dj (inother words, the sequene must be an arithmeti progression).De�nition 4. A LHT is periodi if the transformations indued by all itsunderlying onstraints are periodi.The periodiity of a LHT an be heked easily thanks to the following result.Theorem 2. Let �C be a LHT transforming x into x0 suh that p00:x0 = q�p0:x.This transformation is periodi i� p00 = 0 or p0 = �p00, with � 2 f0;�1g.Proof Sketh. If p00 = 0, the result is immediate. If p00 6= 0, then the imageby �C of a set �(C;di) is a (n � 1)-plane if and only if p0 and p00 are olinear(otherwise, the image is Rn ). Let � 2 R be suh that p0 = �p00. The periodiityondition on a sequene d0; d1; : : : onstruted from an arbitrary d0 2 R an onlybe ful�lled if � 2 f0;�1g. The details of the last step are omitted from this proofsketh. utThe previous theorem leads to a simple haraterization of periodi transfor-mations.Theorem 3. A LHT (P; q) is periodi if and only if its underlying linear systemis only omposed of onstraints of the form p:x � q, p:x0 � q, and p:(x0�x) � q.4.3 Image ComputationIn this setion, we address the problem of omputing e�etively ��(S), given aperiodi LHT � = (P; q) and a set S represented by a RVA.Sine � is periodi, its underlying linear system an be deomposed intoP0x � q0 ^ P1(x0 � x) � q1 ^ P2x0 � q2, with P0 2 Zm0�n, P1 2 Zm1�n,P2 2 Zm2�n, q0 2 Zm0, q1 2 Zm1, q2 2 Zm2, and m0;m1;m2 2 N. We �rststudy transformations for whih m0 = m2 = 0.Theorem 4. Let �1 be the LHT haraterized by the linear system P1(x0�x) �q1. The LHT indued by the system P1(x0 � x) � kq1, with k > 0, is equal tothe k-th power �k1 of �1.



Proof Sketh. The proof is based on a onvexity argument, showing that thetrajetory of a vetor by the transformation �1 an always be onstrained tofollow a straight line. The details are omitted from this extended abstrat dueto spae requirements. utLet now onsider a periodi LHT � for whih m0 and m2 are not neessarilyequal to zero. Let P0x � q0 ^ P1(x0 � x) � q1 ^ P2x0 � q2 be itsunderlying linear system, �1 be the LHT indued by P1(x0 � x) � q1, andlet C� = fx 2 Rn j P0x � q0 ^ P2x � q2g.Theorem 5. Periodi � are suh that for every S � Rn and k � 2, �k(S) =�(�k�21 (�(S) \ C�) \ C�).Proof Sketh. The proof is based on a onvexity argument. utTheorems 4 and 5 give a de�nition within hR;Z;+;�i of �k(S) as a funtionof k and S, for all periodi LHT �. The expression of �k(S) an be turned intoan algorithm for applying �k to sets represented by RVA. By quantifying k overN, this algorithm an be used for omputing ��(S) given � and a representationof S.4.4 Redution StepThe appliability of the aeleration method developed in Setions 4.2 and 4.3 islimited by the following observation: there exist LHT � that do not satisfy the hy-potheses of Theorem 3, but suh that the sequene of sets �(x); �2(x); �3(x); : : :indued by any vetor x has a periodi struture. This is mainly due to the fatthat the range of suh �, whih is the smallest set overing the image by � ofevery vetor in Rn , may have a dimension less than n. In suh a ase, sine thebehavior of � outside of its range has no inuene on its losure, it is suÆientto study the periodiity of � in a subspae smaller than Rn .We solve this problem by reduing LHT in the following way, beforeomputing their losure. The range �(Rn ) of � is the projetion onto x0 ofits underlying linear system, expressed over the variable vetors x and x0. Ithene takes the form of a losed onvex polyhedron � . The largest vetorsubspae that inludes � an be obtained by �rst translating � by some vetorv in order to make it over the origin vetor 0, and then extrating from theresulting polyhedron a �nite vetor basis u1;u2; : : : ;un0 , i.e., a maximal set oflinearly independent vetors (this an be done automatially). Then, if n0 < n,we hange variables from x 2 Rn to y 2 Rn0 suh that x = Uy + v, whereU = [u1; u2; : : : ; un0 ℄. This operation transforms � = (P; q) into the LHT�0 = �P �U 00 U � ; q � P �vv �� ;the periodi nature of whih an then be heked.Theorem 6. Let x 7! y : x = Uy + v be a variable hange operationtransforming � into �0. For every S � Rn , we have ��(S) = S [ (U((�0)�(S0))+v), where �(S) = US0 + v.



Proof Sketh. Immediate by simple algebra. utIt is worth mentioning that the transformation expressed by the previoustheorem an be arried out within hR;Z;+;�i.5 ExperimentsThe aeleration tehnique developed in this paper has been implemented in theLASH toolset [LASH℄ and applied to two simple ase studies.The �rst experiment onsisted in analyzing the leaking gas burner desribedin [CHR91,ACH+95℄. We omputed the reahability set of this model, afterreating a meta-transition orresponding to the only simple yle, and reduingits assoiated transformation to a subspae of dimension 2 (by applying theautomati proedure outlined in Setion 4.4). The result of our analysis takesthe form of a RVA that an be used for deiding quikly any safety propertyexpressed in hR;Z;+;�i.Our seond ase study takled the analysis of a generalization of theAlternating Bit Protool [BSW69℄ to message ranges between 0 and N � 1,where N � 2 is an unbounded parameter. Moreover, the sender and reeiverproesses use timeouts to guess message losses, then reemitting until the expetedaknowledgement is reeived.The veri�ation of this protool has already been suessfully ahieved inprevious work, however using tehniques that required to abstrat (at least) itstemporal spei�ations. Using our aeleration method, we were able to omputeexatly and in a diret way the reahability set of the full protool, as well as toverify that the message sequene ould not be broken.6 ConlusionsThis paper introdues a new aeleration method for omputing the reahabilityset of Linear Hybrid Automata. Hybrid aeleration takes advantage of the peri-odiity of both disrete and ontinuous transitions, and favors the exat ompu-tation of the reahability set rather than its termination, as opposed to the widelyspread approximative methods based on widening operators [HPR94,HH94℄. Ourmethod has been suessfully applied to ase studies for whih other diret ap-proahes fail, suh as the analysis of the leaking gas burner model desribedin [CHR91℄.Our work an be viewed as an extension of [BBR97℄, where only yles thatbehave deterministially (w.r.t. to ontinuous steps) ould be aelerated. Ituses a more expressive model, and a more expressive symboli representationthan [CJ99,AAB00,HL02℄. Furthermore, using hybrid aeleration with RVA,one an overome the reently pointed out limitations of the representation ofsets using Di�erene Bounds Matries [Bou03℄.Finally, it should be pointed out that Real Vetor Automata provide a sym-boli representation that is expressive enough to handle hybrid aeleration, and
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